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Summary. For a class of multidimensional linear perturbation problems of con-
siderable significance in applications, the Poincarc-Lighthill technique is shown to give
first-order expansion terms which grow unbounded relative to the leading term (secular
behavior), while the method of linear time scales leads to well-behaved expansion terms.
A solvable example is introduced for comparison with the exact solution.

1. Introduction. The problem of obtaining uniformly valid approximate solutions
for certain classes of differential equations (given domains) has been attacked with a
variety of weapons, among which have been the Poincare-Lighthill (P-L) method
[1-4] and the linear time scale (L-T-S) technique [5-8]. Several alternative techniques
have also been used [9-15]. The specific formalism adopted here for L-T-S is that of
[5]. For the P-L approach, sufficient conditions have been found for convergence of
the expansion [16] and necessary conditions have been obtained for the boundedness
of the first-order terms in multidimensional problems (based on the integrated form of
Lighthill's perturbation equations) [17-19]. However, general criteria for establishing
the uniformity of a perturbation expansion approximation (asymptotic in a small
parameter e), obtained by a specific technique, are still lacking, and the discovery of
such criteria is a major challenge. It is widely thought that certain techniques, specifically
P-L, are of more general applicability than others, and they are thus of primary concern
in the search for criteria of applicability. This note shows that, for a broad class of
multidimensional problems, the P-L method fails, even in first order, to give a uniform
approximation to the exact result, while the L-T-S technique succeeds.

The equation of concern is

(dF/dt) + H0F = —tHiF, (1)

for t > 0. F is taken to be a vector and II„ and are linear operators (time-independent
for definiteness). The initial condition imposed on (1) is

F(0) is a given vector. (2)
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If Ho and II, are (finite) matrices, Eqs. (1) and (2) form a special case of those con-
sidered by Usher [18] (although they are quite different in spirit from the usual P-L
problem). Eqs. (1) and (2) are of great significance for applications. The Liouville
equation of nonequilibrium statistical mechanics and the Schrodinger equation of
quantum mechanics take the form of Eqs. (1) and (2) for many physical problems.

The P-L technique approaches the equation by introducing a "stretched" time
coordinate, s, with

t = 8 + €f(s) + • • • , (3)

so that Eq. (1) becomes

(dF/ds) = ~(Hq+ eHM 1 + ef + • • • )F. (4)
Expanding F,

F = F° + (F> + ■ ■ ■ , (5)

and equating coefficients of the powers of e leads to

(dF°/ds) + II0F" = 0, (6)

(dF1/ds) + HoF1 = -(ftfo + HJF0, ■■■ . (7)

There is in this last equation a possible nonuniformity (i.e. relative unboundedness
of F1) originating in the HJ^ term, and it must be removed by the £H0F° term. Clearly,
then, H0F° must not be zero if the technique is to work (agreeing with Wasow's criterion
[16] when the problem is a scalar one and satisfying Usher's conditions [18]); but this
necessary condition is far from sufficient to guarantee that the singularity in F1 is
removed. In more detail, Eq. (7) can be rewritten as

exp (~H0s) (exp (II^F1) = ~({H0 + HJF0, (8)

using the matrix exponential. Introducing the solution to Eq. (6) and integrating yields

F\s) = exp (-H0s)F\0)

- exp (-tf0s)[[f(s) - f(0)]//„ + ^ dr exp (H„r)H1 exp (~H0t)^-F\0). (9)

When f = 0, this is a standard formula in perturbation theory [19]. Now, as a simple
example, if Hi is the sum of matrices which satisfy

H, = H + C, [H0, C] = H0C - CH0 = 0,

and if dr exp (II0t)H exp (—H0t) is bounded in the limit as s —, then the com-
muting part, C, leads to a singularity in F1 at s = <» which cannot be removed by the
stretching function f,

F\s) = exp (-H0s)F\0)

- exp (-iTo8)[(f(s) - f(0))//0 + sC + jT dr exp (H0r)H exp (-J5T0r)] -^(O),

(10)
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unless C is essentially the same operator as H0 or F°(0) is an eigenvector of both II0
and C. In these cases, Eqs. (1) and (2) would not, in effect, require uniformization.
(For this problem, the linear-time-scale method gives

P\r0) = exp (-Hoto)F\0)

- exp (—HoTo) + C^To + J dr exp (H0t)H exp (—H0t) = 0)

(10')
where the notation is explained below. The secularity is removed by requiring

+ CF" = 0.drx

Examples of operators C and H satisfying our requirements can be readily constructed
when iH0 and iHl are finite-dimensional Hermitian matrices and iH0 is not degenerate.
In this case, iH0 has a complete set of eigenvectors | i),

H0 |i) = —iE{\ i),

which may, in view of the commutation of H0 and C, also be taken to be eigenvectors
of C. In the basis of the | i)'s, both IIn and C are diagonal. Now, if C is chosen to be the
diagonal elements of Hx on this basis, and zero off-diagonal, then the integral term is
nonsecular since

[ dr exp (H0t)H exp ( — H0t) = ^ [ dr exp [i(E,- — 7?,)r]//,,■ \i)(j\
Jo i,i Jo

and Ha = (Hx — C)a = 0 if i = j so that the diagonal elements are zero and

fJo
dr exp [i(E, - Ex)r]Hu \i)(j\ = 8XP [lf{^    Hu \i)(j\

is bounded for nondegenerate iH0 in the limit s —> ; finiteness of the dimensionality
then guarantees boundedness of the summation.

The obvious conclusion of this discussion is that the P-L technique works only for
very restricted cases in the multidimensional problem.

2. Exactly solvable example. Choosing F(0 to be a three-dimensional vector
with components F{ (i = 1, 2, 3) in a Cartesian coordinate system, an example of Eq. (1)
which is exactly solvable is

(dF/dt) + 5 X F = -ev¥ (11)

where g is a fixed three-vector of unit length. This equation arises as a model in the
study of energetic particle beams in the presence of turbulent magnetoplasmas. The
vector g represents the mean magnetic field in the plasma and v represents the overall
effect of the random part of the field. It is closely related to an equation studied in great
detail by L-T-S methods [8]. Defining the matrices il, N, P,

&,i = enA , Pa = Ph3j , Nu = Sa — 13Si ,
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the exact solution to Eq. (11) written as

(dF/dt) + Q-F = — e^F (11')

may be shown to be

F = exp (— evl)[P + N cos I — Q sin ?]-F(0). (12)

(This may be derived by showing that

(d/dt) exp (evt)F = — Oexp (evt)F

and by expansion of the resulting matrix exponential using 0 - 9. = — .V, N il = Q■ N =
2.)

(a) The direct perturbation expansion solution to Eq. (11') follows from expansion
of F:

F(i) = F°(0 + eF1 (t) + eJF2(0 + ■•■ .

Equating the coefficients of the powers of e:

(dF °/dt) + 12-F° = 0,

(dF'/dt) + Q-F1 = —»F°, etc. (13)

The solution to the zeroth-order equation is then

F°(0 = exp ( —12<)-F°(0) = [P + iV cos t — 12 sin i]-F°(0), (14)

which is a reasonable result for leading-order behavior, in view of Eq. (12). In first
order, though, a secular term arises:

F'(/) = exp (— S2/)-F'(0) — v exp (— Qt) f exp (Or)-F°(r) dr

= exp (— Qi)-F1 (0) — c exp (—ttt) I F°(0) dr
-0

= exp (— fi/)-F'(0) — vt exp (—fi^)-F°(0)

= exp (-120-F'(0) - vtF\t). (15)

This result also follows from the Taylor expansion of Eq. (12) in powers of e. The second
term here is secular (growing without bound for increasing t) and ruins the uniformity
of the approximation. Higher-order terms also are secular, with factors arising from the
expansion of exp (—evt).

(b) The linear time scales procedure begins with the observation of the simple time
dependence of the secularities. The time scales r„ = ent (n = 0, 1, 2, • • •) are introduced
as the independent variables for the problem, and an "extension" of Eq. (11') is written.
The function F(t0 , n , r2 , • • •) will be called an extension of F(t) if it reduces to F(<)
on the time scale trajectory, r„ = e"t; in brief, if

F(<) = P(t, d, e% •••)• (16)
Furthermore, along the trajectory, the time derivative operator may be extended as

d/dt = d/dr0 + e(d/dri) + e2(d/dr2) + • • • .
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More general extensions are possible but the L-T-S given above suffices for the prob-
lems considered in this paper. Thus, the extension of Eq. (11') is

+ e2^- + • • • + OF = (17)
OTo OTi OT2

The extension of F is then expanded in powers of e: F = F° + eFl + t F + • • • . Sub-
stitution and equation of coefficients of e then gives

(dF°/dr0) + SI-F° = 0, (18)

(dP/dro) + n-F1 = -(dF°/du) - vF°. (19)

The solution to Eq. (18) is, with streamlined notation,

F°(all r) = exp (-S2ro)-F°(ro = 0). (20)

Substitution into Eq. (19) yields

F1 (all r) = exp (— OitOF^to = 0) — t0 exp (— Qt0)|J^- + (r0 = 0).

The secularity in the second term is then removed by setting

(dF°/dTi) + vF° = 0 for r0 = 0,

so that

F\ro = 0) = exp (-vr^iro = r, = 0). (22)

This time dependence is all that is needed to recover the exact solution. The dependence
on the. lowest two time scales of F° yields

F° = exp ( — 2r0) exp (—vt1)F°(t0 = r, = 0). (23)

On the trajectory, using Eq. (16), this reads

F°(/) = exp ( — tvt) exp (— O/)F°(0)

= exp ( — evt)[P + N cos t — 0 sin <]F"(0) (24)

which reproduces the form of the exact solution.
In general, the homogeneous terms (the first term in Eq. (22), for example) must

be related to lower-order expressions and a more detailed analysis must be made to
apply linear time scales rigorously. Care must be taken with initial conditions to insure
that F is smooth in the multidimensional (-c) space [8, 20], In this case, the elementary
nature of the example chosen here has led to a solution in zeroth order almost imme-
diately.

(c) The Poincare-Lighthill "stretching" method handles the uniformization difficulty
by introducing a new time scale:

t = s + ef(s) + • • • . (3)

This means that Eq. (11') becomes

(dF/ds) = - (1 + + • • 0(0 + evl) ■ F, (25)
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and expansion of F in powers of t yields

(dF°/<3s) = — 0- F°, (26)

(3Fl/ds) = — Q-F1 - (Ofj + vl)-F°. (27)

Substitution of the usual solution to Eq. (26) into Eq. (27) leads to

F'(s) = exp (-fis)F'(O) - exp (-Qs) f (Qfc) + vl) rfcr-F°(0)
Jo

= exp (— fis)F'(O) - (0f(«) + sv/) • F°(s).

The spI term is secular, but the stretching function, f, cannot be chosen in any way
that will cancel it (since 0 is not a multiple of I). Thus, the P-L technique fails to lead
to a uniform expansion even in first order.

3. Discussion and conclusions. The perturbation problem (Eqs. (1) and (2)) has
been chosen to illustrate the claim that the P-L technique and linear time scales work for
essentially distinct classes of problems. The example has a behavior for large t which is
difficult to approximate in the perturbation expansion (secularity), while the typical
difficulty handled by P-L is that of a singularity for finite t (usually the origin) in the
expansion of a nonlinear equation.

The secular difficulty is handled easily by linear time scales, but P-L cannot handle
the singularity when it occurs, as in the example, at infinity; even transforming co-
ordinates to move the singularity to the origin (/ = f1) is not helpful since it introduces
at the t' origin an essential singularity which is beyond the scope of the P-L technique.
(P-L can remove some singularities which appear in the perturbation expansion, but
it should not be expected to remove those singularities which belong in the exact solution.)

It should be emphasized that, while the example given illustrates a class of problems
for which P-L fails and L-T-S succeeds, there are certain problems which require more
general extensions. Some have been introduced which include both P-L and L-T-S
[20, 21].
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